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Robinswood Estate, County Waterford, 1950Three sisters, the three men that love them, and a
house that could consume them all.Assuming their roles as the new Lord and Lady Kenefick and
returning to Robinswood with the plan to drag it back from the brink of dereliction, is taking its toll
on Kate and Sam. With a young family to raise, a very limited budget and only Kate’s parents to
help, the task seems insurmountable.Kate’s eldest sister Eve and her husband Bartley have
found happiness in each other after some dark years, but when a face from the past appears, it
seems that everything they have worked so hard to create is threatened.Aisling, the middle
sister, is being evasive and the family suspect something is very wrong. On the face of it, she
has it all, a lovely husband, a comfortable house and a supportive family, but she is in deep
trouble, and nobody can even guess at the real reason why. Meanwhile Lady Lillian, Sam’s
sister, is useless and arrogant, refusing to accept that things have changed and that her title is
not going to get her what she wants, least of all from her husband Beau.In the midst of it all
Dermot and Isabella Murphy try their best to maintain a life and a home for their family, but the
trials and tribulations of life at Robinswood might just tear them all apart. .

PRAISE FOR JAMES PATTERSON"The prolific Patterson seems unstoppable."--USA
Today"James Patterson knows how to sell thrills and suspense in clean, unwavering prose."--
People"Patterson's novels are sleek entertainment machines, the Porsches of commercial
fiction, expertly engineered and lightning fast."--Publishers Weekly --This text refers to the
paperback edition.About the AuthorJames Patterson has had more New York Times bestsellers
than any other writer, ever, according to Guinness World Records. Since his first novel won the
Edgar Award in 1977 James Patterson's books have sold more than 300 million copies. He is the
author of the Alex Cross novels, the most popular detective series of the past twenty-five years,
including Kiss the Girls and Along Came a Spider. He writes full-time and lives in Florida with his
family.--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Dedicated to my sister Barbara, a fine storyteller herself and one of the few people on earth that
can make me cry with laughing.
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Chapter 1Robinswood, Co Waterford, 1950‘Mammy, Poppy took my dough. She said she was
awwowed and I said she wasn’t and she hiss me with the wooden spoon.’ Daisy’s three-year-old
flour-smudged face was indignant, while her twin sister, Poppy, grinned guiltily.Kate swung
around from the stove, where she was trying to make sure there were no lumps in the gravy, to
face her daughters perched on stools at the large kitchen table. Jack, their brother, and their
cousin Austina, both a mature four and a half, were playing peacefully with a piece of dough that
had once been cream coloured but was now a grubby grey. She’d have to warn Sam not to eat
the cake they were making for him.She did not need this squabbling now, but there was nobody
around to help her take care of the children. She knew Aisling had to go to the doctor, but today
of all days? And where on earth was Mammy? She must have forgotten.They had a large group
of Americans booked in, the first big group they’d ever had at the hotel. The tourists were
attending a summer school programme in Dungarvan on genealogy, but luckily one of the
organisers had suggested Robinswood for the accommodation. They’d been managing to stay
afloat, just about, since they opened Robinswood as a country house hotel last year, but if they
could land big American groups, then that was going to be the making of them. Sam had gone to
Dublin to meet with tour operators, and they’d visited and were impressed, so they had
everything crossed. Sam’s ancestral home was undoubtedly beautiful, and all of the guests so
far had gushed about how much they’d enjoyed it. Kate always reassured her husband whenever
he worried they had embarked on a self-destruct course of action, but the reality was the three-
hundred-year-old mansion was also a money pit.‘Poppy Violet Kenefick, if I have to go over to
you, I swear I’ll find a very good use for that wooden spoon,’ Kate snapped.Her mother was
always there to help with the baking and the preparation for the guests, and it wasn’t like her not



to turn up. Kate felt a pang of guilt mixed with frustration. Maybe her parents were being pushed
too hard. She forgot sometimes how old they were getting, and she’d said as much to Mammy
last week.Isabella had told her she was being ridiculous, that she and Dermot were as fit as
trout. All the same, Kate tried to make it a bit easier on them, but there was always so much to be
done and Isabella knew the house better than anyone alive. Her mother had spent near a
lifetime as the housekeeper on the Robinswood estate, followed by several years running a
house in Dublin, only to return to the even more arduous work of helping her daughter and son-
in-law drag the big old house out of almost dereliction and transform it into a sumptuous
hotel.Before she had time to reprimand them again, Daisy and Poppy were back thick as thieves.
They had their own language – nobody had the faintest idea where they got it – and they spoke
to each other incessantly, chatting and giggling in a kind of gibberish that they both appeared to
understand perfectly.Jack, their brother, was a different personality, more like his father, quiet
and sensitive. He trailed after Sam all over the estate, blissfully happy when his father was
herding cows or tilling fields. One thing was sure, he wasn’t being raised as if the title he would
one day inherit exempted him from hard work even at that young age. Everyone on Robinswood
earned their keep, so being the ninth generation of the family to inherit the family seat had no
bearing on how he was reared.Kate thought with frustration of her sister-in-law lounging about
upstairs. Everyone except Lillian pitched in. Kate wished she could ask her to mind the kids or
set the tables or something, but she would just refuse. She didn’t even mind her own child, let
alone Kate’s. Lady Lillian, as she called herself, was too good for skivvying as she saw it. Stuck-
up cow, Kate fumed. How was she going to do everything herself?To Lillian, neither Kate nor any
member of the Murphy family would ever be anything but the former staff of this house. Kate
knew that she never saw her as family, more an example of a servant getting ideas above their
station. Kate hated the off-hand way her sister-in-law spoke to her parents, Dermot and Isabella,
and as for the dismissive tone she used with her, well, she really was a nightmare.‘Mammy, can
we eat the skins?’ Daisy asked as Kate began furiously peeling the Bramleys for the apple tarts.
Just as she and her sisters had done when they were little girls, the children loved dipping the
tart skins in the sugar bowl and crunching through them.Kate had an idea – she’d bring the
children down to her mother. Isabella was probably at home tending the flowers for the altar in
the parish church, oblivious to the fact that her daughter was near collapse up here.‘You can.
Then when we get this all in the oven, we’ll take the bicycle down to the farmhouse to Nana
Bella, will we?’They squealed with delight. They loved Kate’s bike. She’d had a big box trailer
fitted to the back of it, and all four children fit in it. Her mother had nearly had a heart attack when
she saw it, but the Kenefick children and their cousin Austina couldn’t get enough of it.She put
six loaves of soda bread in the big Stanley range. It still gave her pleasure to see it; it had been
worth every penny. Not only was it a fantastic oven – and she could cook on the hob as well – but
the fire heated the water, so for the first time, there was hot and cold water in the bedrooms
upstairs. It was a real selling point for Robinswood, how luxurious they had managed to make it
on what could only be described as a shoestring. Aisling’s husband and her father, along with



Beau, Lillian’s husband, all worked the estate with her and Sam and were between them the
handiest group of men you could meet. Kate and Aisling joked about how they chose them for
that very reason.She took off her apron. The loaves would take forty minutes, just enough time to
pop down the avenue to the farmhouse where her parents lived and where she and her sisters
had grown up, drop the kids with Mammy and get back before she burned the bread.‘Right,
down to Nana,’ she said, lifting them each from the big bench that ran the length of the twenty-
foot table that dominated the sunny basement kitchen. A pang of guilt hit her at the thought of
foisting four lively little ones on her mother, but she had no choice.She made a quick check that
everything would be all right while she was gone. The strawberries were hulled and sitting in a
bowl with caster sugar and the potatoes were peeled, but she had yet to do the vegetables.She
loved the kitchen at Robinswood. It had been a dark and dreary room years ago, but her father
had broken through the walls to create large windows and dug out a courtyard to the rear of the
house with steps up to the garden level, so now it was like a sun trap. Kate remembered her
mother sitting there, having a well-earned cup of tea mid-morning when Kate was a child, and
now she did the same.As she hoisted the children into the box on the bike leaning against the
kitchen wall outside, she gave them each a cuddle. The girls were live wires, to put it mildly, and
their arrival had been a surprise. She’d had to come to terms with not just a toddler but a pair of
newborns as well. By then though, they were back in Robinswood. Her sister Aisling and
Aisling’s husband, Mark, had come over from England to work with them, her parents were
always on hand, and Beau and Lillian and their little daughter, Austina, were around too. Though
Lillian was as useful as an ashtray on a motorbike, Beau was a great help on the estate, and all
the children adored the large black American.Austina gave Kate a squeeze as she popped the
child in beside Daisy. Kate smiled at her niece. She was a sweet little girl, thankfully taking after
her father more than her mother, and she and Jack were inseparable. They’d both be starting at
the village school in September, in the baby and infants class. Jack would be the first Kenefick to
attend the local school and Austina the first mixed-race child, so they would both be little
groundbreakers. Sam was fine when Kate said that there was no way on earth she was ever
sending her children to boarding school, as had been the norm for every generation of
Keneficks, but Lillian had been appalled at the idea of Austina attending the local school. She
had assumed Austina would have a governess and at age seven would go to a British prep
school as a boarder, as she and everyone she knew had done.To the Murphys, Beau was just
another member of the family, but the villagers had only recently stopped staring. Most of them
had never seen a black man before, and the idea that he was the husband of Lady Lillian, the
snooty little madam that had looked down her aquiline nose at them all her life, was gossip they
couldn’t have dreamed of.The anticipation of the trip on the bike elicited squeals of delight. They
had turned heads at first around Kilthomand, Kate pulling the children in the trailer, but now
people were used to them. She might have the title of Lady Kenefick, but she was still just Kate
Murphy. Her dark curly hair flew loose when by rights it should have been tied up modestly, she
wore her signature blood-red lipstick, even if she was only popping to the shop, and her



effortless chic and curvaceous figure were the envy of the parish.‘Did you bring Nana Bella a
bun, Mammy?’ Poppy asked, pointing to the buns wrapped in a clean tea towel.‘I did, pet. She’d
love a bun to have with her cup of tea, and seeing her four favourite little people in the whole
world will make her day.’Kate really hoped Aisling would get back soon; she needed the help so
badly. She checked the big clock in the yard. Half past four. The group of ten Americans had a
bus of their own that was coming from Dublin and were due to arrive around seven. They would
fill the hotel. The beds were ready and the rooms looked beautiful; Aisling had ensured they did
before she left. Her sister had a great knack of adding little touches – bud vases, an old book
from the library, little trinkets – about the rooms to give the guests the impression that they were
private visitors at a home rather than a hotel. The little things planted about the house served as
great talking points too when people came down to dinner.‘Right, you lot, let’s go. I’ll be back in
time to give Granda and Daddy and Mark and Beau their tea.’ She pedalled out of the yard.She
thought the Robinswood grounds looked spectacular as she sailed down the sloping driveway.
The ocean far below stretched off to the horizon, and the old stone wall to her right enclosed the
orchard where she and Sam played as children. Surreptitiously, of course. If his mother, the
previous Lady Kenefick, had known he was climbing trees with the staff children, she would
have had a stroke. Paddocks that supported their herds of cattle and sheep rolled to the sea,
green and fertile.All of the outbuildings, of which there were many, were in the process of being
converted into accommodation as well, and they’d only last week decided to have a thatcher
come to thatch the roofs. Kate had read somewhere about the numbers of Americans who had
family, or at least roots, in Ireland, and now that the war was over and money more plentiful, they
would all want to visit. Already one could fly to London or even Amsterdam, and according to the
article she read, it was only a matter of time before people would be able to fly to New York…and
more importantly, from New York to near Robinswood. And what would be more fun than to stay
in a thatched cottage, just like your ancestors lived in, except with all the modern conveniences?
Sam thought she was crazy at first, but her father had backed her, and so the project was going
ahead. The trouble was getting enough men to do the work. There was so much work in London,
and the bright lights of the city and the prospect of good wages was emptying the towns and
villages.Kate sighed as she cycled past the sheds. They would be done by now if only they had
the skilled labour. She couldn’t blame the people who left, she supposed. Hadn’t she and Aisling
taken off in the middle of the night to join the British army back in 1940, not a word to anyone?
London was so exciting, so vibrant – not words anyone ever used to describe the sleepy village
of Kilthomand.The idea was that Robinswood wasn’t a hotel in the conventional sense; more it
was a stately home that could be booked by a group or a family, or basically anyone who wanted
to or could afford to play at being aristocracy. It had been restored not just to its former glory but
far in excess of it. The cut limestone house on four floors with red sandstone edging was a
beautiful place to live, and she knew how lucky they were.Sam could have stayed in the RAF
after the war – he was well decorated and would have risen up the ranks quickly, the wheels of
promotion oiled by his title undoubtedly – and they could have had a nice house in one of the



better suburbs of London, but he didn’t want that and neither did she. Robinswood was home for
both of them, though his childhood there was upstairs while hers was definitely downstairs, but
they both loved it equally and wanted to raise their family there. And if that meant baking loaves
of soda bread and dancing attendance on God knows who, then so be it.

Chapter 2Kate leaned the bike against the gable wall of her parents’ farmhouse and let herself
and the children in. Instantly, she felt shocked. The sour smell of unemptied bins and the dirty
dishes on the table were utterly unfamiliar. Her mother’s kitchen always smelled of baking and
laundry soap, but today it looked like nobody had tidied up all week. The curtains were closed in
the middle of the day as well, which was unheard of. Something was wrong.She ushered the
children back outside into the sunshine. Worried, she scanned the fields around the house. She
heard the sound of chopping and ran around to the yard behind. There was Beau, chopping
firewood, his muscular frame swinging the heavy axe over his head.‘Oh, Beau, could you watch
the kids for me?’ She knew she looked panicked. Isabella had never taken a day off in her life
before.‘Of course.’ Beau smiled his big easy grin, the one that made Lillian fall for the black GI
during the war.‘Daddy!’ Austina ran into her father’s arms, and he picked her up and cuddled
her.‘Thanks. I need to go up to Mammy, but can you keep them out here?’‘No problem. But,
Kate, is everythin’ all right? You lookin’ worried,’ Beau said in his slow Southern drawl that three
years in Ireland had done nothing to change. He set his daughter down and picked up a twin in
each arm as Jack and Austina clung to his legs. He could carry all four of them around the
house, and they loved it. The twins rummaged in his shirt pocket for a barley sugar, as he always
had a few sweets on him. He tickled them and they squealed with giggles.‘Yes…well, I hope so. I
don’t know… Thanks for minding them. I won’t be long. Be good for Uncle Beau, children.’She
ran distractedly back inside and climbed the stairs, ignoring the dirty kitchen. Her mother had
drawn back the curtains and was sitting up in bed.‘Mam? What’s wrong?’ Kate asked,
approaching the bed.‘No, stay over there.’ Her mother raised her hand.‘What are you on about?
For God’s sake, you’re scaring me now.’ Kate tried to joke.‘Sit there.’ Her mother indicated the
chair at her dressing table. The bedroom had hardly changed a bit since Isabella and Dermot
got married, and Kate and her sisters knew growing up that it was their parents’ private place.
They knocked before entering, and in a busy house with hard-working people as a wife and
mother herself now, she knew how precious that space was. The bed was covered in a lovely
patchwork quilt Kate remembered Mammy making when Kate was small, stitching each
colourful panel lovingly onto both sides of an old woollen blanket. One side was all pinks and
greens, and the other blues and yellows. There was a large dressing table and a heavy oak
wardrobe. Kate knew her mother was a beautiful woman, not just in the way that every little girl
thought her mammy was lovely, because with Isabella, it was more than that. She always told
them of her Spanish blood, how her granda was a Spanish sailor who fell in love with a Galway
girl and broke his poor mama’s heart by never returning to Spain.Kate looked most like her – the
same flashing eyes, skin that took the sun easily, the same dark curls and voluptuous curves.



Aisling was dark too but more slight and with straight hair, and Eve looked like Daddy, tall with
dark-red hair and creamy skin.‘I want you to listen, and don’t go making demands or telling me
what to do,’ Isabella said.‘Mam…’ she began.‘Kate, I mean it, no hysterics. I wasn’t feeling well,
very tired all the time, sure I’ve hardly had the energy to do the housework.’Kate felt awful. She’d
been driving her mother too hard. She opened her mouth to speak, to apologise, but Isabella
held her hand up to silence her.‘So I went down to Doctor Grahame this morning. He needs an X-
ray of my chest to confirm it, but he’s fairly sure it’s TB. Now, don’t panic. I fully intend to recover,
and I’ll do whatever it takes. I haven’t told your father yet, but he had it as a child, so he’s
immune. But you all need to stay away, and for God’s sake, keep the children away from me.’ She
struggled to catch her breath, and Kate noticed it then, the sheen of perspiration, the gauntness
in her mother’s cheeks that wasn’t there a month ago.‘But you don’t know for sure…’ Kate
began, silently pleading with God, the universe, anyone.‘Kate, love.’ Her mother’s voice was sad
now, sad and tired. ‘I know. And the doctor was almost a hundred percent certain. You know too.
It’s TB.’The words hung between them, palpable and poisonous like the virus ravaging her
mother’s lungs.‘No.’ The word came out as a strangled sound. Kate didn’t recognise her own
voice.‘Now, listen to me. I know it’s not great news. Of course it isn’t. But they have all kinds of
treatments for it now, and isn’t that Doctor Noël Browne up in the government making fantastic
strides opening sanatoriums and all the rest of it. So I’ll go where I need to go and do what I
need to do, and I’ll beat this thing.’‘Will I go and find Daddy?’ Kate asked, suddenly feeling like a
child again, not a grown adult and mother of three.‘Do. I hadn’t the energy to go looking for him
when I came home. I walked back from the village. I should have asked someone to collect me,
but I’m so used to it, I didn’t think. But yes, get Der for me. I need him.’Those words. Kate
swallowed the lump in her throat and bit back the tears. Her mother needed her to get her
husband, the man she’d been married to for over thirty-two years. For Kate and her sisters, their
parents’ relationship was the best example of how to do marriage. Dermot and Isabella were
utterly loyal, they laughed together, and they held each other in the utmost respect and regard.
Isabella had stood by Dermot through thick and thin.Once Ireland was free, they went on to raise
their daughters, never undermining each other. When Lord Kenefick died, leaving nothing but
empty whiskey bottles and debts, they packed their few belongings and went looking for work,
leaving the only home they’d ever known, but it didn’t even put a crack in their marriage.They
were the ones who’d held Eve up when her husband of only a year was killed, they were the
ones who’d supported Aisling as she loved Mark, a man who had served time in Dartmoor
prison, and they were the reason Sam and Kate were back in Robinswood. And now it was
Kate’s turn to support them. She could do it.‘I’ll get him now, Mam. You just relax there. Beau has
the children.’Isabella nodded and smiled. ‘Don’t bring them near me, love, and stay away
yourself too. I couldn’t bear it if…’‘I won’t, Mam. We’ll solve this like we solve everything, all
right?’ Kate tried to infuse her voice with positivity and hope.She got on her bike without saying a
word to Beau, who was in the yard pushing Austina and Jack on a swing Dermot had made for
them while Daisy and Poppy picked flowers in the garden.‘Don’t pick Nana’s flowers!’ she called.



‘She needs them for the church.’She pedalled back in the direction of the house. Sam and Mark
were in the long meadow repairing fences all day, but the big old Ford car was in the stable yard,
so she hoped her father wouldn’t be far away. She abandoned the bike and ran in search of her
father. Relieved, she heard him whistling in a stable.Winston, the big grey gelding they used for
ploughing, was standing patiently as Dermot examined his hoof. ‘Ah, Kate,’ her father said as he
looked up, glad to see her. ‘Just the girl! Can you pass me those pliers there?’ He pointed to an
upturned barrel with a selection of tools on it. ‘Poor old Winston needs to be shod really, but that
will have to wait till Thursday because Tommo Keane can’t –’‘Mammy needs you. She needs you
to go down to her – now,’ Kate interrupted.Something in her voice made her father look up.
‘What’s wrong?’ he asked, his blue eyes raking her face for a clue.‘Mammy just wants
you.’Dermot lowered the horse’s leg and stood up. He was tall and broad, a powerfully built man.
Now that he was past sixty years of age, his dark-red hair was showing signs of grey, but it was
still full.‘Take my bike. I’ll walk down. The children are below.’‘Is she hurt?’ he asked.‘No, she’s in
bed, but she asked me to find you.’ Kate hoped he wouldn’t cross-examine her further.Dermot
passed her and took the handlebars of the bicycle. He gazed at her quizzically for a second but
then pedalled away.Kate walked back to the farmhouse but this time didn’t go in, looking instead
for Beau. She’d have to manage somehow. The bread was in the oven, and regardless of what
was going on in their lives, the Americans were coming and expected to be treated royally.Kate
saw Aisling with Beau as she re-entered the yard. ‘Hi, Ais,’ she said as the twins ran to
her.‘Mammy, Uncle Beau showed us a nest and there’s ickle eggs in it and he said that someday
soon ickle birdies will come out,’ Daisy said excitedly.The twins’ diction left something to the
imagination, and really only Sam and she knew what they were saying all of the time, but when
Kate told Isabella of her worries, her mother had assured her that Eve couldn’t say R’s until she
was five and Kate herself had a lisp until she went to school.The three Murphy girls believed
their mother knew everything. Being without her was unthinkable, but TB had been ravaging the
country for years, leaving death and chaos in its wake.Kate glanced up at the bedroom window;
the curtains were drawn again.
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Ebook Library Reader, “The Best Ever. Jean Grainger's Trials and Tribulations is undoubtedly the
crown jewel of her novels. The return of the entire Murphy family and extended family to
Robinswood was extremely well written. My emotions ran the entire emotional gamet. A
previous reviewer suggested having tissues close by. Truer words could not have been written.
It was very easy to feel as if you were part of the family and going through their trials and
tribulations. An absolute must read for all of Ms Grainger's fans. I will miss the characters in this
trilogy, but look forward to meeting new Irish friends.”

E. Piper, “ANOTHER GREAT READ BY ONE OF MY FAVORITE AUTHORS. This is the third
and, I believe, final book in the Robinswood series and what a special book it is. Jean Grainger
continues the action and momentum from the first two books and tells of the hard times and grief
her characters must face. I don't want to give away the story but readers should be ready for a
good cry or two. As she does in all of her books, Jean creates characters who are so real that
they virtually walk off of the page (or out of the Kindle as the case may be). She is truly a gifted
author and I will read anything she writes.Another wonderful book that I was not able to put
down!”

C. Malito, “Exceptional. Very rarely does an author come along who creates characters so real
that they become old friends. Jean Grainger is one of that small number. The Robinswood
families, like The Tour family, have moved into my life. Reading their stories is like getting
together after being apart, sharing joys and sorrows. This sequel is particularly difficult because
of the tribulations the family faces, but trials produce strength. Grainger shows us that these
friends will grow in strength as they continue to make Robinswood a first class hotel. Jean
Grainger, keep writing.”

d op, “This series has it all, historical fiction with a smidgeon of romance, adventure and
mystery.. The Robinwood Story, books 1-3An excellent historical fiction series. The author has
done her homework, the series twists and turns around characters that partake in World War II,
the IRA, Discrimination, disappearing classes, the crumbling estate and classes and the
rebuilding of the new. Pure love of family, romance, acceptance of diversity in life and death.Has
a smidgeon of it all, romance, adventure and mystery.Great series, suggest reading in order.
Book one sets up the story, book two goes in depth into the characters and book three tells of
their outcomes.Great read, highly recommend.”

Kathleen Ingram, “A great read can always work wonders for the spirit. Great book which I
finished late ( for me) last night..Just ahead of Jean Grainger's 3rd book in the Star and
Shamrock series appearing in my kindle. A great read can always work wonders for the spirit,
although this one definitely had it's ups and downs. Resilience seems to be always a theme in



these Irish centered book and that is needed now!From the publisher:"Robinswood Estate,
County Waterford, 1950 Three sisters, the three men that love them, and a house that could
consume them all." Happily it did NOT consume them all and wouldn't I love another in the
series! I do hate to leave these folks just as they are beginning to come together”

Ebook Library Reader, “Marvwllous. This trilogy is a great read. Part 3 Trials and Tribulations
brings the families together. Through all their ups and downs from Mississippi prisons to the
condemned cell in Dublin and Swiss TB clinics, love wind the day”

Maureen Webb, “Brilliant. What a amazing finish to the series. I felt every moment of the
familiesUps and downs and shed a few tears but I wouldn't have missed it. Jean is so clever.”

Mabbyloo, “Loved every twist and turn,. Great story that had me gripped, brilliantly written and
even making me cry in parts. Loved the whole trilogy and can’t wait to start another of Jean’s
other novels.”

Sanderson, “Sad. What another great story from.jean...so sad it's finishedI love her way of telling
a story of different character s but all coming togetherThank you Jean”

Michael Galway, “Super read. Another super book from one of my favourite authors. While you
do not need to read book 1 in this series it would make it more enjoyable if you did”

The book by Jean Grainger has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 3,401 people have provided feedback.
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